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The Fall of an Empire and New Beginnings
The African Pavilion and Our Hamadryas Baboon Troop
Jodi Neely Wiley and Chris Goldston

T

he history of the world is littered with tales
describing the rise of civilizations and the
fall of empires. Cities spring up from the dust
only to be consumed by larger parishes, colonies, and
populations. Once touted to reach the clouds, these
structures, landmarks, and monuments eventually fall
short and inevitably fail. History confirms, too, that
time can repurpose these buildings and alter community demographics. So, it seems apropos that the
North Carolina Zoo—originally envisioned to mirror
the wildlife of the world—should endure similar
changes to its landscapes and shifts in its inhabitants.
No architectural achievement exemplifies this
metamorphosis better than the rise and fall of the
African Pavilion and seeing the impact its changes
had on the demographics of one of the Pavilion’s longtime residents—its Hamadryas Baboon troop. Best
known for its iconic roof (a large, tent-like canopy),
the African Pavilion was completed in 1984.
It took nearly four years to build this structure and
finally raise its legendary roof—only the second of

its kind to appear in the United States. In its heyday,
this unusual building housed some of the Zoo’s most
popular animals, most notably its first gorilla couple,
Ramar and Hope. The African Pavilion also became
the birthplace of their son, the Zoo’s first gorilla
infant, Kwanza (Swahili for “first born”).
Later, the building witnessed hundreds of births
and welcomed nearly two dozen additional species of
African animals under its rooftop. But none of these
species additions loomed as large or grew as prevalent
as the building’s Hamadryas Baboon troop.

Growing Baboon Numbers

In 2000, the Association of Zoos and Aquariums
(AZA) realized that Hamadryas Baboons were facing
a dark future in American zoos. The species’ population numbers had fallen below a critical level. Unless
AZA zoos changed their breeding practices, their
Hamadryas Baboon population would soon become
too small to sustain itself for the long term.
At that time, only 51 Hamadryas Baboons

VALERIE ABBOTT
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appeared in AZA’s species database, and these animals
were scattered among a handful of different zoos. To
protect against inbreeding, AZA’s baboon specialists
realized that these zoos would need to work together
to revitalize the population and keep it viable into the
future.
To promote this cooperative effort, these specialists
established an AZA-managed Species Survival Plan
for Hamadryas Baboons. This plan gathered genetic,
demographic, medical, and other information on
the country’s 51 baboons and used these findings to
recommend pairings and transfers that would pro-

Troop Matters

tect the genetic diversity of the entire group. Among
other things, this initial plan recommended sending
five young (each about 18-months old) Hamadryas
Baboons to the North Carolina Zoo.
We accepted all five of them—three males and
two females—and gradually introduced the youngsters to our aging baboon troop. We hoped that our
involvement in this nationwide effort would see our
five youngsters grow up and contribute their genes to
a Hamadryas population that would grow large and
diverse enough to remain sustainable for 100 years.
When these youngsters arrived, our Hamadryas
troop lived on the small island habitat that currently
houses lemurs. When we introduced our five new
youngsters to this island, it was with the hope that this
patch of dry land would soon be too small to house
our growing troop.

Building Up Numbers

SHANNON RIVES
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Like their wild counterparts, the Zoo’s Hamadryas
Baboons are highly social. They typically live in
large groups governed by a hierarchal social structure. Baboon families form the bedrock of this social
system, and each family occupies its own ranking
within a troop.
Hamadryas Baboon families are made up of a
single adult male, one or more adult females, and the
adults’ juvenile offspring. To form a family, a successful adult male seeks out available females and assembles them into a group he calls his own.
Once a female enters a family, the male monopolizes her social and reproductive contacts. “His”
females stay with him for life unless a younger, stronger male challenges the status quo and manages to
“steal” one or more females away.
Biologists label this family group a ”One Male
Unit” and often talk about the adult females and their
youngsters as a “harem.” Hamadryas societies revolve
around the interactions and rankings among these
one-male or single-male units.
Zoo staff watched several harems form soon after
our aforementioned adolescent males (Gondar, Addis,
and Negelli) arrived and worked their way into our
existing female-only troop. Gondar stepped in, exuding the confidence of a football star. His swagger sent
all the females swooning for his attention. Meanwhile,
the two shyer males, Negelli and Addis—(both the
same age as Gondar), had little-to-no luck attracting
females in Gondar’s presence.
In short order, Gondar amassed a harem composed
of five young and fertile females while Addis and
Negelli captured the affections of just one female each.
Both of their females were geriatric and infertile.
Given Gondar’s success at attracting females, we
expected—hoped—that our troop would soon outgrow its small island habitat. To prepare for this
possibility, staff began making plans to move our
troop of 12 monkeys off Baboon Island and relocate
them in a recently-vacated, much larger habitat at the
African Pavilion. Once home to the Zoo’s gorillas, this
indoor-outdoor habitat became available when Ramar,
Hope, and Kwanza moved into a new spiffy habitat
near the African Pavilion.
This recently vacated African Pavilion habitat was
large enough to accommodate the population uptick
we hoped to see if our newly formed family units set
off a reproduction boom that would last for generations to come. Moving the baboons to this new location turned out to be one of the Zoo’s best refits for a
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major habitat. The space was exceptionally well-suited
for a growing Hamadryas Baboon troop!
During the first five years that followed the troops’
move into this habitat, Gondar fathered every baboon
born at our Zoo. This situation began changing as
we added more adult females to our troop. Given
Gondar’s superstar status, we structured the arriving
females’ introductions to ensure that they bonded
with either Addis or Negelli, so that these males would
be able to contribute their genes to succeeding generations, too.
Over the past 20 years, Gondar, Addis and Negelli
have ruled their females in a hierarchical society that
put Gondar, of course, in charge of the troop. As this
troop grew, the North Carolina Zoo earned a reputation as a leader in the care and management of Hamadryas Baboons. Rather quickly, the Zoo housed the
country’s largest Hamadryas Baboon troop, and our
staff was called on to provide expert advice to other
professionals caring for this species. Additionally, our
dynamic, active baboons quickly became one of the
most popular species at the Zoo.

Aging Dynasties and Declining
Architecture

During the last nearly 30 years, though, our baboon
troop and their habitat have shown signs of declining
much as human dynasties do. When the Pavilion first
opened in 1984, architects expected its iconic roof to
hold its structural integrity for around 30 years. Engineers tested this notion about 25 years into the roof’s
life span and certified that it was still sound. They also
cautioned, however, that the roof would soon begin to
degrade.
Meanwhile, time began taking a similar toll on the
entire Pavilion as well as on our baboons. Walkways,
back areas, walls, and other structures began to show
their age. Gondar, Addis, and Negelli started fading,
too, growing weaker and graying around their edges.
Even so, we resumed our plans to invigorate and
grow our troop by importing several new female
bloodlines from Germany’s Frankfurt Zoo. We paired
these females with some of the younger boys in our
troop. As these new faces and families appeared and
Winter 2022 :: 5
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the African Pavilion. Once it was
gone, construction began on a new
baboon holding area and habitat. Meanwhile, the troop settled
into its temporary holding facility
quickly as evidence by the two
infants that the troop welcomed in
February and July of the same year.
As our troop continues to adjust
to this shift in its geographical
location, it has also had to accommodate some significant shifts in
social structure. Our young boys
have begun jockeying for power
inside the troop, and the old boys
are losing their sex appeal. Each
of their harems has whittled down
to a single female. And the young
boys have started challenging
these holdings. Gondar still has
his trademark strut, but the power
behind his football-star swagger
has clearly diminished.

Facing Aging

bonded, they upset the troop’s hierarchy. These social
structural shifts disrupted the troop as much as the
aging architectural changes affected the African
Pavilion.
By January 2015, we knew that time would soon
force us to close the Pavilion to the public. With that
in mind, staff began laying out plans to build a new
living space for our troop so that the Zoo could bring
down the African Pavilion. Using $5 million provided
by the 2016 Connect NC bond, the Zoo set both of
these plans in motion.
By February 2020, the Zoo was ready to temporarily relocate its 20 baboons to a non-public site
inside the Park so that contractors could dismantle
6 :: NCZoo.com

Baboons, like humans, wear down
with time. Their hearing and visual
acuity diminish. Their teeth lose
luster and gain cavities; balance
and muscle tone decline. Joints
ache from arthritis, and individuals become more susceptible to
infections.
Throughout this aging arch,
keepers and caregivers ramp up
their efforts to treat and manage
all of these physical changes.
Each new symptom or syndrome
prompts a flurry of adjustments or
treatments, some based on the caretakers’ previous
experience and some gleaned from networking with
staff from universities, veterinary schools, other zoos,
and various advisory groups associated with AZA.
Communicating with these experts allows us to sort
through multiple options to provide the adjustments
that are best suited for each of our aging individuals.
AZA’s decision to revitalize North America’s
Hamadryas Baboon population has matured into an
undeniable success story. The North American population is up to 133 individuals, almost tripling the size
of the population in 2000. The North Carolina Zoo
has been a driving force in this success story. And,
while we no longer house the largest troop in North

Preparing Our Next Steps

This past August, outside contractors finished their phase of
the work needed to build a new habitat and holding area for
our baboons. The contractors had erected a 4,000 square foot
building near the spot where the Pavilion once stood. With
their departure, the Zoo’s maintenance and design teams
moved in to begin transforming the vacant building and
outdoor space into a beautiful and exciting natural habitat
for our large baboon troop.
The renovated habitat offers a large, outdoor area where
our baboons will be able to play, solve puzzles, rest, socialize,
and monkey around on days when the weather suits their
species. On days too cold for these equatorial animals, the
troop will remain indoors but will be visible through a large
window cut into the side of the building. The window will
give guests an unobstructed view of a community area where
the baboons will gather.
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America, we are confident that we will regain that title once
our troop moves into its new home.

The Zoo’s horticulture staff will dress the new exterior
habitat in an appropriate mantel of greenery. Succulents and
other dry-adapted vegetation will take root to yield a rocky
landscape similar to the arid and stony mountains inhabited
by wild Hamadryas Baboons in Ethiopia.
The design staff will burnish this illusion by hiding the
holding building under a facade of artificial rocks fashioned
to mimic Ethiopia’s renowned rock-hewn churches. Carved
out of a giant mastiff at the base of Mount Abuna Yosef, these
archeological wonders have endured for at least nine centuries—all the while keeping company with the wild Hamadryas Baboons that wander through the region.
As this façade alludes to the ancient architecture of these
churches, the new habitat retains a bit of more recently
diminished architecture as well. Part of the rock wall that
once encircled the baboon’s Pavilion habitat has been repurposed to support an overlook at their new home. From atop
this pedestal, guests will gain an up-close and eye-level view
into the new habitat. And, the trail that winds alongside this
viewing area will take guests by a few remaining pieces of the
former Pavilion’s main entrance as they make their way to
the exit.
The Zoo decided to preserve these remnants to pay tribute
to the grand structure that once stood here. It, like the prominent architecture of civilizations gone by, provided a foundation for today’s achievements. These ruins and the memories
they evoke belong here, protected and enduring alongside the
Hamadryas Baboon troop that will continue for generations
because of the history it shares with the Pavilion.
We hope to open the renovated habitat in 2023!

SHANNON RIVES- BABY ZARAH WITH JASIRIE

Keeping It Real
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Last-minute Holiday Gift Ideas
All gift items, with the exception of the Ride and a Guide tours, can be purchased
online at nczoo.com for as long as supplies—and openings—last!

Special Holiday Adoptions
“Ring in the Holidays” with a Zoo Wild Child!
Adopt a Ring-tailed Lemur for $60. Hug it, it’ll be wearing a bell!

OR Triple Your Adoption Fun and Save $20!
Sign up for three special adoptions, and we
will mail them to you or to someone special
in time to celebrate three special occasions:
Christmas 2021, Valentine’s Day 2022, and
a Birthday date of your choice in 2022. The
total price for all three adoptions is $160.
2021-2022 Triple Adoption Bundle includes:
“Ring in the Holidays” (2021); Tickle Your
Valentine Pink flamingo (2022): Happy
Birthday Bear (2022)
Mailing respectively on: December 9; February 8; Tailor-mailed to a
specified birthdate

Or Add a 2022 Halloween Adoption
for just $50
Let us surprise you with something wild and spooky in
2022. Will be mailing on October 20.
8 :: NCZoo.com

2021 Christmas
Tree Ornament
The Zoo Society’s 2021
Limited Edition Christmas
Ornament pays tribute to
the Zoo’s tropical paradise
—the R.J. Reynolds Forest
Aviary—with artistic representations of two species
inhabiting the Aviary: the
Chilean Flamingo and the
colorful Flamingo Flower.
The Zoo Society’s 2021
ornament, like so many of
its previous decorations,
was designed and handcrafted by North Carolina
artist Chris Gabriel.
$25.99

Set Them Up to Make Memories
They,ll Cherish Forever.
VIP Tours
Who doesn’t love to come to the Zoo? And, what better place
to share family fun and traditions than by walking around the
Zoo with people you love.

Give a Year or even a Lifetime of Family
Fun and Learning with a Zoo Society
Membership
The Zoo Society offers one and two-year membership options
for individuals, couples, families, and grandparents. You can
even purchase lifetime memberships!
See more details under “memberships”
at nczoo.com.

Spend a morning or an entire
day shadowing Dr. Jb Minter,
the Zoo’s lead veterinarian
Shadow a Vet for Two: 8 a.m. - 12:30 plus
lunch (Offered March - October)
Shadow a Vet for a Day: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
(limited to one person)

Give a behind-the-scenes
experience at the Zoo
Offered March - October annually.

Send a Kid to Zoo Camp
Enroll a Tween or Teen in a One, Two, or Three Day Camping
Experience at a Zoo Camp

• Wild Animal Science Camps
April 30-May 1

Junior Camp

May 14-15

Senior Camp

June 11-12

Junior Camp

Sept 10-11

Junior Camp

Give one of our public or one of our private behindthe-scenes experiences! Tour-goers spend an
hour or more behind the scenes with a favorite
animal and its favorite animal keepers. Available
for purchase now online under the “Extraordinary
Experiences” menu option at nczoo.com.

Give the gift of a Ride and a
Guide around the Zoo
Ride and a Guide tours put up to four people on a
golf cart and provide a guide as a driver and a zoo
expert. Prices vary with the length of the tour. Visit
nczoo.com Extraordinary Experiences to learn
more.

• Veterinary Camps
May 14

Junior Veterinary Camp

June 17,18,19

Senior Veterinary Camp

July 15,16,17

Senior Veterinary Camp

August 6

Junior Veterinary Camp

For more details and to
order any of these gifts,
visit nczoo.com.
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A Go-to Guide to the North Carolina Zoo in Winter

W

hat do you mean, “There is nothing to do at the Zoo in Winter!”
Winter can be the BEST time to visit
the North Carolina Zoo!
When the sun is shining, the sky
is blue, and temperatures approach
50 degrees, a trip to the Zoo can be
wonderful. The pathways are rarely
crowded. A brisk walk in the crisp air
can be fun and refreshing. And, many
animals are out and about and easier to
spot on cooler days.
Just follow this Go-to Guide to make
the most of a winter’s day excursion to
the Zoo.

Before You Leave Your House

Dress for the weather. A warm hat,
gloves, and warm, comfortable shoes
are a must. If temperatures are predicted to climb above 50 degrees and
the sun is out, plan to spend several
hours engaged in wildlife watching.
If the day is gray and cold, you will
likely encounter fewer animals in the
African section, but North America
should still be rocking with activity.
Polar Bears, Arctic Foxes, Cougars, Elk,
and Bison can be downright perky in
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the cold. Don’t be surprised to see some
play going on.
If the weather is freezing, and it is
snowing or has snowed recently, make
sure the Zoo is open before you load up
in your car. The Zoo remains closed to
guests while pathways are icy. A quick
click to view the Zoo’s or the Zoo Society’s web page will notify you of any
closing.
Keep in mind that the Zoo closes
its African entrance during the winter
months, but that does not mean that
you cannot see African animals. If it is
warm enough, they will be around and
active.
Before you arrive or after you enter,
pull out your smartphone, visit nczoo.
org, and download a map of the Zoo. It
will help you organize your visit and get
you oriented for the day.

What You Want to be Sure to
Visit When You Arrive at the Zoo
North America — All of it!

Most of the North American habitats
should be bustling with activity. Plan to
visit them all. Species that are delight-

fully adapted for winter temperatures
include Cougar, Bison, Elk, Polar Bear,
Arctic Foxes, Horned Puffin, the other
Alcids, and Red Wolf. Expect to see
them alert, maybe playful, especially on
sunny days.
The Black Bears should be out, too,
but they will likely be less active than
the other North American animals.
This species hibernates in areas where
temperatures drop low enough to limit
the bears’ food supply. If fruits, nuts,
berries, and insects disappear, Black
(and Grizzly) Bears opt for long winter
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naps. At the Zoo, where food remains
plentiful, and in warmer parts of their
range, these bears stay active all year. In
these cases, though, the bears still slow
down and sleep more than they usually
do during the rest of the year.

The Mangum Desert Dome
and the RJR Forest Aviary

Two warm retreats sit in the heart of the
Zoo. The desert is sunny and bright and
an interesting place to view a variety of
reptiles and desert birds.
The Aviary is a tropical paradise,
alive with birdsong, beautiful blooms,
and vivid greens. An excellent place to
stop, plop down on a bench, and watch
the birds fly by. While you are inside,
pull out that smartphone again, and
download a guide to the Aviary birds.
See how many of the species you can
find. 				
PHOTOS COURTESY OF VALERIE ABBOTT
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Africa

What you see will depend on the
weather. Many animals will be visible
on warmer days, especially where the
Zoo has installed heating elements
in their habitats. If they are out, it is
because they want to be. Animals are
not forced to stay outside. Because they
have free choice, they tend to come and
go throughout the day.
Lions are nearly always outside.
These hardy beasts range up to the snow
line in Africa’s mountains. Sometimes,
even get playful on colder days.
When it is warm enough for the
Gorillas and Chimps to be outside, they
are often easy to see. The Gorillas tend
to gather near the viewing areas, where
heating elements warm the ambient air.
And, the Chimpanzees can be especially
welcoming to guests in the winter. They
gather at the overlooks so often that

they seem to be welcoming guests back
to the Zoo.
If you like planning and intend to
visit during the week, you can also
arrange a private Ride and A Guide tour
of the Zoo. A trained guide will pick
you up in a golf cart, take you to your
favorite exhibits, and answer your questions about the animals. Visit nczoo
.com and click on Ride and A Guide to
learn how to set up your tour.
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Meet the Rays

While still in the early planning stages, the Zoo is working
with Living Exhibits to create an elaborate future marine
habitat inside the Park. The habitat will consist of an
18,000-gallon saltwater pool and will house two species
of rays and up to three species of sharks. Planners will
configure this watery habitat to allow the rays to voluntarily
initiate gentle contact with guests whenever the animals
feel inclined to do so.
The two ray species—the Southern Stingray and the
Cownose Ray— chosen for this tactile interchange are
well suited to qualify as ambassadors for marine life. Both
species are naturally docile and curious around people,
and when properly cared for, individuals from both species
can live comfortably—even thrive—under human care.

Unlike Cownose Rays, which swim high and strong in
the upper part of the water column, Southern Stingrays
glide low in shallow waters or burrow into the sand to
scour the ocean floor for food. Because they stay close
to the shoreline, their grazing habits can put them on a
collision course with wading beachcombers. When that
happens, stingrays live up to their name by jabbing the
venomous barbs on their tails into the offending foot.
Though extremely painful, these stings are very rarely fatal
to people. Even so, the intensity of the pain leaves the
impression that Southern Stingrays are aggressive. They
are not. They sting to defend themselves from harm, not to
initiate an attack. Left alone, they leave alone.

Cownose Rays

Sorting Out the Rays

Guests should find it easy to tell these two species apart.
Southern Stingrays are diamond-shaped, almost angular in appearance. They tend to swim low to the ground.
Cownose Rays appear stronger and more athletic. They
float high in the water, gracefully flapping their long,
pointed pectoral fins or “wings” as they glide along. Two
distinct lobes protrude from the front of their heads, creating a shape that does resemble a cow’s nose.
Expect to see about 25 Cownose Rays in the pool—a
suitable gathering since these rays are typically gregarious. In the wild, they often migrate in large schools, some
boasting as many as 10,000 members. These groups
swim just below the surface, forming flotillas that can
stretch for several miles across the open ocean.
Cownose Rays range widely along the Atlantic coasts
of North and South America. One well-known population summers in the Chesapeake Bay and winters along
Florida’s East Coast. These rays arrive in summer—the
males float in to find mates. The pregnant females arrive to
give birth to their single pups. The males all head south by
July, while the females will postpone their departure until
October.
Only about four Southern Stingrays will live in the proposed habitat. These smaller numbers coincide with this
species’ tendency to avoid crowds. Southern Stingrays
rarely gather into large groups—called “fevers” — preferring to live alone or, occasionally, with one or two other
companions.
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The Zoo and Zoo Society are excited about the prospects of bringing these remarkable animals to the Zoo! We
look forward to seeing our members and guests gathered
around the pool to learn about rays, sharks, and other
wonders of the ocean.

Dear Friends of the Zoo Society,

While staff pushes forward with planning the Zoo’s next major expansion—the addition of an Asian continental region—plans are also unfolding to add
some fantastic and extraordinary temporary experiences to the Park.
High on the Zoo’s wishlist for these new experiences are finding humane and educational programs that allow guests to meet, sometimes feed, and
always get close enough to greet wildlife that is entirely new to the Zoo.
At this writing, the Zoo is carefully considering two highly reputable exhibitions for this honor. One of them—Stingray Cove®—has generated such
interest and goodwill that staff has all but finalized the paperwork needed to bring the exhibit here.
The staff’s enthusiasm arises from its confidence that Stingray Cove meets the exhibit quality and animal welfare standards that the Zoo requires for
all of its habitats. This Humane Certified interactive habitat has established a sterling reputation at several AZA-accredited zoos and should be ready
to open in the spring of 2023.
When it does, both Cownose Rays and Southern Stingrays will swim energetically through an approximately 18,000-gallon pool that will be installed
and managed by Living Exhibits, the parent company of Stingray Cove. Trained educational interpreters will help monitor the pool, both to ensure the
welfare of the animals and to interact with the guests who gather to touch and learn about these amazing creatures. Known for their calm and social
nature, both stingray species will remain secure and protected inside their carefully monitored saltwater pool.

Humane and Engaging

To ensure the comfort and welfare of all the habitat’s animals, Living Exhibits designs its pools to meet the psychological and physical needs of the fish in
its care. Individual fish can choose when to school with their companions and when to duck into a cozy rest zone or hide for some quiet time alone.
Typically, though, these rays—which tend to be confidently curious and inquisitive—will spend most of their time cruising along a watery path that
lets them bump against hands dangling in the water. This touch from a friendly ray can be both exhilarating and joyful—just the right kind of spark to
ignite wonder and compassion among the guests that ring the aquarium.
The care provided to the rays—and did I mention sharks?—that splash through this pool will be exemplary. All will enjoy conditions that meet or
exceed the welfare and husbandry standards required for a zoo to be accredited by AZA or to earn Humane Certification from American Humane. Not
only will the water be continually monitored by sensitive electronic sensors and trained staff, carefully selected enrichment items and activities will add
interest and complexity to the fishes’ lives during the day.

Whom Will You See?

Up to 25 Cownose Rays will join four Southern Rays and as many as eight or more sharks in this watery world. All of these fish arrive with a surprising,
interconnected history that has uniquely prepared them as ambassadors for their wild brothers and sisters. Nearly all were born under human care,
though a few were rescued and rehabilitated after being trapped in potentially lethal situations in the wild.
And, as for the pups that were born under human care, most descend from ancestors that Living Exhibits saved from destruction generations ago.
The bulk of the school’s founding fathers and mothers were “bycatch” sharks and rays that had become entangled in commercial fishing nets. Lacking
commercial value, the fish would have been left to die if Living Exhibits had not gathered them up, given them veterinary care, and carefully managed
their recovery. These experiences prepared these fish and their descendants to become vibrant, healthy ambassadors for wild sharks and rays and
other sea life.

Swimming it Forward

As the Zoo prepares to offer this exciting experience to future guests and continues negotiating for a second, equally humane and interactive exhibition, we ask our members and friends to help bring the exhibits here by donating to the Zoo Society’s Special Exhibition Fund.
Keeping the Zoo fresh with novel, interactive learning experiences is especially important now—as the Zoo struggles to recover from the losses all
of us suffered during the worst of the pandemic. Your gift will help ensure that the Zoo can continue to bring in exhibits that keep guests interested and
engaged with wildlife and nature.
To donate, go online to nczoo.com and click on the menu item “Give To the Zoo.”
Thank you for supporting the Zoo’s efforts to expand the learning opportunities it offers its guests.
Children, especially, love touching animals at the Zoo, and this addition will introduce
them to the surprising and strangely wonderful feel of some quite unusual creatures.
Sincerely,

Cheryl Armstrong
Executive Director
NC Zoo Society

P.S. Give $200 or more and receive an invitation
to a private, premier opening of Stingray Cove.
We will also recognize every $200 donation with
a gift of five tickets to use or share with friends
who want to visit the exhibit later.
Curious about the second exhibit under consideration? Logon to nczoo.com. We will post
information there as soon as we know more.
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Tours and Programs in the Works
Public VIP ticket prices are $100 per person for North Carolina Zoo Society members. Add $15 per person for
non-members. Visit nczoo.com/vip-tours/ to learn about tour details or to purchase a tour online.
At the time of this writing, the Zoo requires ALL behind-the-scenes guests to wear masks. Until further notice,
guests—even fully vaccinated ones—must comply with this requirement to attend a program.

VIP (Very Important Patron) Tours of the Zoo

Please note: VIP Tours are not suitable for young children, and age restrictions vary among different tours. A paying
adult must accompany children younger than 17.
Quoted prices for public tours admit one North Carolina Zoo Society member. Add $15 to cover the cost of a
non-member VIP ticket. VIP prices do not cover general Zoo admission. Non-members must pay regular admission
fees to enter the Zoo.
Visit nczoo.com, “Extraordinary Experiences,” to purchase tours or read current details on programs and COVID
protocols.

PROPOSED TOUR DATES AND AGE REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLIC BEHIND THE SCENES VIP TOURS*
All public tours occur on Saturdays between March 1 and October 31.
Aviary: Rare Birds in Training

9:15 a.m. Begins at the Aviary entrance. Minimum age: 10
Dates: March 5 April 23 June 25 July 23 August 20
September 17

Puffins & Polar Bears: A Family Affair New Tour
Experience with Kids

1:30 p.m. Begins in front of Rocky Coast. Minimum age: 5
Dates: March 26
May 21
July 30
September 17

Black Bear New Tour Experience

1:30 p.m. Begins at Black Bear viewing. Minimum age: 11
Dates: June 4 July 23 September 17
October 29

Chimpanzees in Training Tour

1:30 p.m. Begins at the lower chimpanzee viewing area.
Minimum age: 12
Dates: April 9
June 18 August 13
October 8

Exclusive Desert Experiences — enjoy the place all
to yourself!
5:30 p.m. Begins at the desert entrance. Minimum age: 5
Dates: March 26 July 23 August 13 October 1

Elephants Up Close

1:30 p.m. Begins at Stedman Education Building.
Minimum age: 12
Dates: March 26
April 9
June 4
September 24		
October 15

Giraffe Meet and Feed

5:30 p.m. Begins at lower giraffe viewing area.
Minimum age: 6
Dates: April 9
May 21
August 20
October 8

Gorillas’ Health Care & Training

1:15 p.m.Begins at main gorilla viewing area. Minimum age: 8
Dates: April 23 June 4
August 27 October 15
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Puffins & Polar Bears New Tour Experience for Adults
1:30 p.m. Group meets in front of Rocky Coast.
Minimum age: 12
Dates: April 23 June 25 August 27 October 1

Rhinos—Close Enough To Touch!

11 a.m. - Begins in front of Stedman Education Building.
Minimum age: 8
Dates: March 19 April 30 June 4 September 24		
October 8

for 2022*
PRIVATE BEHIND THE SCENES TOURS

All public VIP tours can be purchased as Private Tours that admit up to six people. Private tours are identical to public
tours but can be scheduled on any day of the week that is mutually agreeable to the buyer and the Zoo’s animal staff.
Zoo Society members pay $535 for a private tour. Non-members pay $575 for a private tour and become Zoo Society
Family Members when they purchase their tour. Visit nczoo.com/vip-tours/ to learn about tour details or to buy a private
tour online. To purchase a public VIP tour or to arrange a Private
Behind-the-Scenes Tour, visit nczoo.com and choose the VIP Tours
menu option under “Extraordinary Experiences.”

Two VIP tours are limited to Private Tour Experiences.

Bird Training and Close Up Encounters

9:30 a.m. Minimum Age 10
Fee: $535 for Society members; $575 for non-members (up to 6
guests)

Bison & Elk: Plains Safari Tour

Limited to 4 people. $450 for Society members; $495 for
non-members.

NEW AFTER-HOURS PROGRAMS STILL IN PLANNING FOR 2022

Family Star Hikes through the Zoo

Limited to 15 people. Fee $100 per person
Bring kids as young as five and join us on a star walking safari
through the Park. Guides will point out constellations, share
binoculars for special star gazing, and help guests learn to use
their Smart Phones to conduct star safaris at home.

Family Wolf Howls

Limited to 20 people - Fee $100 each for members;
$115 each for non-members.

Another night walk into the Park to listen for wolf howls and
learn about the Zoo’s magnificent Red Wolf pack and conservation programs.

African Sound Safaris

Limited to 20 people. Fee $100 each for members;
$115 each for non-members.

A night walk through the African continental region to listen for
lion and lemur calls as well as the sounds of other animals that
make noises in the night.

BISON AND WOLF: VALERIE ABBOTT

COVID protocols prevent the Zoo Society from scheduling behind-the-scenes experiences in areas occupied by lions,
* Currently,
cougars, or otters. We will resume these tours when the Zoo’s veterinary staff determines that it is safe to do so.

The dates and contents of behind-the-scenes programs are still in flux because of the COVID-19 pandemic. If we must change
a date or cancel a program, we will place reserved guests in an alternate tour of their choice or provide them with a full refund.
We will notify these buyers of restored tour dates before posting them for public consumption.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

A COVID-Safe BELIEVE Returns to the Zoo this December

EVENT DATES & TIMES: December 4 - 5 and 11 - 12; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The event includes hot drinks and cookies, take and make crafts, themed photo ops with Santa
(1 - 4 p.m.), and unlimited access to carousel rides and Treehouse Trek (weather permitting.)

HOW TO ATTEND: Visit nczoo.org to make a reservation for the date and the time that you want to

visit the Zoo to attend BELIEVE. On the day of your visit, purchase wristbands to attend BELIEVE
when you arrive at the entry gate. BELIEVE tickets are $15 per person.

